
(unofficial)Type Moon Servant Supplement MK II 

 

Blah Blah Blah I'm not Type Anon, use this if you want or not. Some of you may notices 

a few changes between versions. That would be because I tossed out nearly everything. I 

realized the psudo-rpg elements of the system were actually an impediment to making a 

supplement that worked. So things are vastly simplified and in the format of a normal 

Jump chain. For how ever many of you that used the original supplement and have to 

remake stuff I am sorry. If you choose to continue to use that supplement that is fine 

anyways I hope that this is more accessable than the last one. 

 

So you have decided or were forced to compete one of the holy grail wars taking place. 

Congratulations. However fighting against legendary heroes turned minor divine spirits 

and their masters is too big a feat for anyone to accomplish on their own. You will need 

to summon your own servant. While you may choose one that has appeared in another 

war. This should help you make one that is wholly unique to you. So if you want Genghis 

Khan as your Rider, Elvis Presley as your Archer or Slender man as your Assassin; you 

can build them but first your going to need so help.  

 

To help build your servant you  gain 1000 SP or Servant Points spend them wisely 

 

Identity 
 

Each servant has an identity. Who they were in life. They were either a prominent figure 

in history or legend. This is the source of their powers. It is the source of their strength as 

well as their weakness. Servants are weak to the type of attacks that killed them and 

having their identity known tends to alert others of the type of powers they possess. So 

they usually keep their identity a closely guarded secret except to their masters. 

 

Alignment 
 

No this isn't D&D though you wouldn't know it from the alignment system. It's broken up 

in to two parts. Their principals usually reflected as Lawful, Neutral or Chaotic and 

Personalities usually reflected as Good, Neutral or Evil. Berserkers can also have Mad 

or Wild. As either their principal or personality. While there is not inherent benefit or 

penalty for having a servant with a vastly different alignment than yours; For instance a 

good person summoning an evil servant, It may make getting along with them more 

difficult. Though the alignment system in the nasuverse is less stringent. Gilgamesh is 

considered Chaotic Good yet is trying to wipe out most of humanity and Convince 

Kotomine that it is alright to be an Evil Bastard. So take from that what you will. 

 

Classes 
 

Each Servant is summoned under a class. Sevants will tend to be summoned under 

classes that are most suitable for them. Some heroic spirits are available for summoning 



as a few different  classes. Hercules for instance qualified for every class except Caster. 

Any Heroic Spirit may be summoned under the Jumper class. 

 

Saber: (Cost: 300) The knight of the swords, considered by many to be the best all 

around servant class. In each of the 4 previous fuuyuki grails a saber has made it to be 

among the last two servants. Sabers boast exceptional Strength and agility as well as 

being magic resistant and having the riding abilities of the Rider class.  

 

Archer: (Cost:  200) The knight of the bow, an exceptional long range class specializing 

in acting independently. Archers boast great agility, they also possess magic resistance 

and the ability to act without their masters near by. don't want to constantly have to baby 

sit your servant this is the class for you.  

 

Lancer: (Cost: 200) The knight of the lance, A servant usually specializing in the use of 

a pole arm, spear or lance like weapon. These servants are among the most agile. The 

also tend to have fairly high strengths. They also possess magic resistance and the ability 

to act even after they are badly injured in combat. They tend to have terrible luck though 

so watch out that your servant doesn't become a victim or circumstances.  

 

Rider: (Cost: 200) This class tends to focus on mounted combat. As such they tend to be 

geared more for speed and powerful noble phantasms which are usually but not always 

their mount. They tend to boast the ability to ride anything, excluding dragons; they also 

possess magic resistance.   

 

Berserker: (Cost: 200) The mad warrior class. Usually a class for lesser heroes, 

sometimes though a more powerful heroes are summoned as a member of it. In exchange 

for their sanity these warriors abilities are increased to be quite formidable, however they 

tend not to be able to do much but fight head on. They also tend to be horrible mana hogs 

and difficult to control. However for those who believe that with enough physical force 

you can solve any problem this may be the class for you. Just don't expect great 

conversation from them.  

 

Caster: (Cost: 200) Exactly as it says on the tin. This class focuses on magic. Its seen as 

a weaker class since they usually aren't great in direct combat and most of the other 

servants have  magic resistance as a class ability or a personal ability but you know who 

doesn't have magic resistance? Other Masters. This is among the most versatile classes, 

choose this class for your servant if you want a master of the mystic arts by your side.  

 

Assassin: (Cost: 200) Question, do you like people who skulk about in shadows and pick 

off your enemies one by one?   Have you ever just wished the other masters would just 

meet an unfortunate end so you could just claim the grail unopposed and not have to 

bother with all this fighting stuff? Do you have a peculiar affinity for skull shaped 

masks? If so, This may be the class for you. Assassins tend to be Agile and lucky both 

traits that serve them well in their designated tasks. They also possess a super human 

sneakiness that allows them to be nearly anywhere without anyone noticing, however if 

they attack that usually negates this ability. In the Fuuyuki grail this class is usually held 



by one of the 19 Hassan i Sabbah but that rule has been broken before. Just be aware that 

if you do there is a chance that if Zouken get involved in the war, He can use your 

servant's flesh as a catalyst to summon his own assassin. He will likely do this to either 

your servant or Koujiro (Caster's Assassin) which ever he deems easier to get at. plan 

accordingly  

 

Jumper: (Cost: 0) An irregular class for an irregular master. Jumpers are a special class 

that are not really supposed to exist but do if you take it. Consider them the Drop in 

option for your servant though they do have memories and a past. They just aren't 

restricted or aided by the class structure.  

 

Perks  
 

A Servant needs every advantage they can get to survive and win a battle as fierce as the 

holy grail war. Here are some Skills and Abilities that you will find useful in creating 

your servant. Keep in mind though they should reflect to a certain degree the legend  of 

your Heroic Spirit. Note: Jumpers receive a discount on one 200 CP perk. Also Discounts 

only apply to the first purchase of a perk. 

 

Spiritual body: (Free all)  A servant is no longer a flesh and blood being but instead are 

a container made of ether maintained by a combination of the grails mana and your mana. 

As such they can no longer can be harmed by nonmagical weapons. They may also 

choose to take on a spiritual form. In this form they can not be seen but may be sensed by 

other masters and servants. Also in this form they consume less mana.  

 

Overly complex parameter system:  (Free all) So servants have stats (Strength, Agility, 

Endurance, Mana and luck) and they are graded by letter grates from E to A, with + and - 

and Including a special grade of Ex for those that break the scale. While they generally 

mean something no one is sure what it means except for this. Servants are super human in 

every sense of the word. An average servant can bend steel with their bare hands,  A 

battle between two servants can will destroy the surrounding area just from the 

shockwaves of their attacks. Even the weakest Caster could cut a mans arm off with a 

butter knife (and somehow not break the butter knife) Even a servant with the weakest 

ratings are far above what can be achieved by a human. Your servant is assumed to be 

average among servants in all of these (Rank C specifically). Other perks and drawbacks 

may modify these a bit but we are not getting in to exact parameters because it would it 

would make things needlessly complex.  

 

Knowledge of the modern world: (Free: All) When a servant is summoned in to the 

world they are given the information they need to survive and not stick out. They 

automatically gain the ability to speak the language of the country in which the grail 

takes place. They also gain working knowledge of how to use common modern 

technology. An ancient servant will have no problem using a phone or turning on a TV 

for instance.  

 



Strong: (Cost: 200, Free: Saber, Discount: Lancer) Your Servants strength is that of 

legend. An average servant can throw cars, yours is even stronger. Your Servant is strong 

enough to go toe to toe with Berserker from the 5th grail war and actually hurt him with a 

normal attack. Can be purchased multiple times each time doubles the effectiveness.  

 

Endurance: (Cost: 200) Heroic Spirits all boast extraordinary toughness but yours is a 

legend among legends. Putting your Servant down will take extreme effort for anyone.  

 

Agile: (Cost: 200, Free Lancer, Discount: Saber, Archer, Rider and Assassin) Your 

servant moves like the wind, with grace that defies description. Every movement is like 

an act of poetry. Can be purchased multiple times each purchase doubling it's 

effectiveness.  

 

Mana: (Cost: 200, Free:  Caster) Servants bodies are constructs of magic. It takes magic 

to keep them in the world. Hence the more mana they can contain the longer they can 

operate before they need to recharge, also having a high mana stat allows for the use of 

magic.  

 

Lucky: (Cost: 200, Discount: Assassin) The reverse of being a Lancer, It's like fate wants 

your servant to succeed. Things just go their way far more often than they should, this 

also provides resistance to certain instantly fatal abilities like those that rewrite fate or 

probability. Can be purchased multiple times, each time doubling the effectiveness  

 

Magic Resistance: (Cost: 200, Free Saber, Discount: Archer, Lancer, Rider) Ever wanted 

to make Caster and other magic users cry in frustration? Have I got the perk for you. 

With this all but the most powerful magic washes off your servant like water and even 

those that affect them have a greatly reduced effectiveness.   

 

Riding: (Cost: 100, Free: Rider, Saber) Doesn't sound like that great of a skill right? 

Wrong! This perk not only lets you ride anything (that isn't a type moon dragon, but 

includes a chainsaw) You can ride it with exceptional skill and speed. Your servant could 

race a formula one sports car on a bicycle and win.  

 

 

Eye of the Mind: (Cost: 200, Free: Archer) whether it is through innate instinct or a skill 

acquired through a life time of hard battles your servant is a master at avoiding danger 

and turning desperate odds in to success. Very rarely will they be caught unaware or 

unprepared.  

 

 

Independent Action: (Cost: 100, Free: Archer) This skill is a mixed blessing on one 

hand your servant is not as reliant on you for mana which frees you up for other things. 

On the other.... your servant is not as reliant on you so they have an easier time 

disobeying you possibly bumping you off and making a contract with a master they like 

better. Better keep some command seals in reserve.  

 



Mad Enhancement: (Cost: 200 Free Berserker) Well I have good news and I have bad 

news. The good news is your servant gains one free purchase of strength and discounts on 

Strength, Endurance, Agility, Mana and Luck. The bad news is their minds mostly gone 

so anything other than go destroy stuff is practically impossible. Don't expect them to be 

much of a conversationalist.  

 

Willpower: (Cost: 100, Free Berserker) Through one means or another your servant is 

extremely strong willed. They may be crazy, brave or have unbending principals but even 

the strongest magic or psychic coercion will have trouble swaying them from their 

purpose.  

 

 

Presence Concealment: (Cost: 200 Free Assassin) Your servant is not invisible however 

with this they might as well be. Your servant can move around unnoticed almost 

anywhere. perfect for getting in to the right position to strike... unfortunately the moment 

they prepare to attack they lose the benefit of this.  

 

 

Helpful Non-Combat Skill: (Cost: 100, Free Assassin) Your servant has mastered a skill 

to a point that it has reached an almost super human level or greater. For example a 

Servant skilled in Surgery can attach new limbs to another person without regard to blood 

type and without a chance of infection; They likely even could transplant command seals 

on to a non-magus though they would need other sources of mana if they did.  

 

 

Territory Creation: (Cost: 100 Free: Caster) It's always nice to have a home turf 

advantage. With this skill your servant can establish a workshop or similar base of 

operations that lets them research magical stuff. It also improves any magic they use in 

it's confines.  

 

 

Battle Continuation: (Cost: 100 Free Lancer) Because bleeding out while there is a fight 

still going on is for pussies. With this your servant will not die unless either their brain or 

heart is damaged and will suffer no reduction in combat abilities unless they are missing 

limbs.  

 

 

Magic: (Cost: 200, Discount: Caster) Depending on the era that your servant is from they 

have gained mastery of the magical arts of their time. Be it something like Runes, 

Witchcraft, high speed divine word or for heroes of the more modern ages magecraft. 

Your Servant is a master capable of casting powerful spells.  

 

 

Item Creation: (Cost: 200 Discount: Caster) Apparently your servant is good with their 

hands... no not that way you pervert, they are exceptionally good at creating magical 

items. Given time and resources they can create potent magical items and mystic codes.  



 

 

Charisma: (Cost: 100) Your servant has an overwhelming presence. People are drawn to 

them. Maybe they are excessively charming or perhaps they command respect. Either 

way while fighting under the command of your servant others will gain a significant 

bonus to effectiveness. Your servant could easily lead a nation and might just have.  

 

 

Martial Arts: (Cost: 100) Your servant knows Kung Fu... or some other form of Martial 

art. They know it to such a degree they have mastered it. Their fists are deadly weapons. 

They can fight an equal armed foe unarmed and have a good chance of winning.  

 

 

Clairvoyance: (Cost: 100) Your servant can see for miles, their sight is so good they can 

make out details at a great distance that would be impossible to make out at a closer 

distance for a normally. They may or may not also be able to see thru items.  

 

 

Weapons Master: (Cost: 100) Your servants skill with their particular favored weapon is 

legendary. While the grail war has many great swordsman and archers your servant's 

level of skill is nearly bordering on the level of a noble phantasm itself.  

 

 

Mystic Eyes: (Cost: 200) Your Servant possesses a powerful version of mystic eyes. 

They may be able to charm a person by looking them in the eyes or turning them in to 

stone. Note: this can also be a mystic face, it doesn't have to be mystic eyes. See original 

Type moon jumpchain for more details.  

 

Rank Up: (Cost: 100) Under a certain set of circumstances your servant may gain the 

effect a rank of Strength, Endurance, Agile, Mana, or Luck. Alternatively they may 

activate this skill whenever they wish but take a penalty like taking damage per minute 

when it is active or becoming more monstrous as they use it Note the circumstances must 

be rare enough to apply less than half the time. May be purchased multiple times.  

 

Shape shifting: (Cost: 200) Your Servant is capable of changing their shape. They can 

easily copy other people with near flawless ability and can change in to objects. However 

they don't gain abilities not inherent to the form. If they turn in to something with wings 

they can fly. However if the turn in to a stone they don't become any tougher.  

 

Protection from Arrows: (Cost: 200) Your servant automatically blocks ranged 

projectiles shot or thrown at them so long as they are aware of the presence of the person 

shooting at them or throwing stuff at them.  

 

Eternal Mastery of Arms: (Cost: 100) A servant with this perk's skills do not degrade 

regardless of mental hindrances. Even a Berserker can fight with their full level of skill 

with this  



 

Prana Burst: (Cost: 200) Your servant can infuse their body and their weapon with 

massive amounts of energy and expel it out greatly enhancing the speed and defensive 

abilities of the servant.  

 

 

Noble Phantasms 
 

A noble phantasm is a powerful item or ability that is possessed by a heroic spirit. It us 

usually an item or ability they used in life or the manifestation of some great deed that 

they accomplished in life.  

Noble Phantasms can vary wildly in effectiveness and ability. They are broken up in to 

categories by types The most common of which are Anti-unit, Anti-Army and Anti- 

Fortress; Anti unit just affects one person but tends to be very cost efficient to use. Anti-

Army can affect a large group of people, They have a wide enough range to affect an 

entire army and tend to be powerful but are also much more expensive energy wise. 

Anti-Fortress Noble phantasms are powerful enough and wide range enough to destroy a 

very fortified structure. They tend to be rather powerful and take a lot of mana to use. 

More powerful Noble phantasms tend to be more mana is required as well.  

Generally the greater the effect of the noble phantasm the higher the rank. For Instance 

Rule Breaker a knife that breaks continuous spells and magical contracts is only a rank C 

noble phantasm where as Excalibur which can easily obliterate a giant regenerating 

eldritch abomination to a point where there was nothing left to regenerate, is an A++ 

noble phantasm.   

As  servants life blood is their mana it's very likely that if they have an exceptionally 

powerful Noble phantasm they may only be able to use it a few times during the duration 

of the war. 

  

 

Weak Noble Phantasm: (Cost: 100) This ability while more powerful than a normal 

attack appears rather trivial when compared to it's peers. on the Letter Grade it would 

measure more a D or an E rather than a C. It is more likely a useful utility ability than a 

main attack of a heroic spirit.  

 

Average Noble Phantasm: (Cost: 200 Free: One for Everyone Except Rider) These can 

be quite powerful and quite potent. On the letter grade this would rate a C or a B. It could 

be a knife that Negates magical Contracts or a spear that when invoked always strikes the 

heart of the opponent and doesn't heal. These are likely the main Noble Phantasm of an 

Average Servant. Other servents seeing it might be able to discern your servants identity 

from it.  

 

Powerful Noble Phantasm: (Cost: 400 Note: You may Trade your average Noble 

Phantasm for a 200 Sp price reduction on this; One Free: Rider)Your Servants Attack is a 

formidable threat an A or A+ on the scale. These tend to be massive Anti army or anti 

fortress type blasts or other powerful effect. This noble phantasm will be powerful 



enough to harm Berserker of the 5th holy grail war. Other servants seeing this will very 

likely know your servants identity.  

 

OP Noble Phantasm: (Cost: 800 Note: you may Trade an average Noble Phantasm for a 

200 SP price reduction on this, Or you may trade a Powerful Noble Phantasm for a 400 

SP price reduction) Your servant has a noble phantasm that is legendary among legends. 

Maybe it is a sword that can cut off the tops of mountains or the ability to summon your 

entire army. Expect your servant to be a big threat with a big target on their back when 

this is revealed. Other Servants will know exactly who they are. On a letter grade it is an 

A++ to an Ex, however it will still be weaker than Gilgamesh's Enuma Elish.  

 

  

 

Drawbacks 
 

Need more points to give you that edge over the other competitors? Well you can 

consider taking some drawbacks. They may make things a bit more difficult but the extra 

points might prove to be a life saver. You may take a maximum of 400 points of 

drawbacks. 

Gender Bent:  (+ 0 Sp) your heroic spirit is the opposite gender of what history or myth 

said they were. Apparently they hid their gender somehow...  

Saber again, Really?: (+ 0 Sp) Only available with a Gender Bent servant who is of the 

saber class. Your servant looks suspiciously like a certain king of knights. If you are 

participating in the fuyuki grail war expect much confusion and shenanigans.  

No Natural Mana replenishment: (+ 200 Sp) Something with your summons must have 

gone wrong. you are incapable of replenishing your servants mana by conventional 

means. You must either find some other way to replenish their mana or They will fade 

out of existence before the war  

Personality clash: (+ 200 Sp) Your servant and you do not get along well. Either it is a 

clash of ideology or personality  expect to argue with them a lot at minimum.  If the 

problem is left unresolved your servant may turn on you. Conserving your command 

seals would be a good idea, even more so than usual. Note: If you and your servant 

survive the grail war and choose to have your servant become a companion you will 

come to an understanding and even become friends  

What Spiritual form?: (+ 100 Sp) For one reason or another your servant is unable to 

go into a spiritual form. This means they will have to physically accompany you 

everywhere and you may have to find a way to conceal their identity and they are more 

likely to draw attention.  

 

Does not feel like using this Skill: (+100 Sp) for some reason or another your servant 

does not feel like using one of their personal skills (usually do to pass trauma like 



Tomamo-no-mae). You may be able to convince them to use it once with an extremely 

strong argument or you can force them to do so with a command seal though it might 

cause hard feelings between the two of you. Only eligible on perks and noble phantasms 

costing 200 or more.  

 

Caster Strength: (+ 200 Sp) Well Strength isn't exactly your servant's strong suit. While 

they can likely still perform stunts like cutting someone's arm off with a knife that is 

about as sharp as a butter knife, breaking concrete with their bare hands or crushing 

peoples skulls with their bare hands they are physically not a match for most of the other 

servants. Note: This drawback is not revoked after leaving the jump and does not count 

against the maximum amount of drawbacks.  

 

Caster Endurance: (+ 200 Sp) Well your Servant seems to be more of a glass cannon 

than most. They are still super humanly tough but don't expect them to last very long 

against another more physical servant. Note: This drawback is not revoked after leaving 

the jump and does not count against the maximum amount of drawbacks  

 

 

Clumsy: (+ 200 Sp) Well your servant isn't exactly as agile as most heroic spirits. Still 

superhumanly quick and agile but when compared to their peers they tend to come up 

very short. They will tend to be outmaneuvered by the faster servants. Note: This 

drawback is not revoked after leaving the jump and does not count against the maximum 

amount of drawbacks  

 

 

Lacking Reserves: (+ 200 Sp) Well your servants mana pool is not as impressive as the 

other servants. They will not be able to operate as long at their full capabilities and will 

have to draw more mana off of you than most servants would. Also they will be able to 

use their  Noble Phantasms less often. Note: This drawback is not revoked after leaving 

the jump and does not count against the maximum amount of drawbacks  

 

Lancer Luck: (+ 200 Sp) Your Servants luck stat is rather low. Circumstances are 

against them more often than they are the luckier servants and they have a harder time 

avoiding the nastier effects of some noble phantasms and spells. Despite the name this is 

not a guarantee that your Servant will die a horrible death, it just makes it far more likely. 

Note: This drawback is not revoked after leaving the jump and does not count against the 

maximum amount of drawbacks  

 

 

Just a lowly Servant: (Required for those who took the servant drawback, prohibited for 

everyone else + 600 Cp) As per the drawback you took you are the servant. Unfortunately 

you do not gain 1000 SP, You must Also take Caster Strength, Caster Endurance, 

Clumsy, Lacking Reserves and Lancer luck without getting any points for them, You also 

don't gain any free noble phantasm. You may however take any drawbacks appropriate 

here to buy things off the list. Note this drawback does not go away after this jump.  

 



Mana Hog: (+ 100 Sp) Maybe the link between you and your servant is weak or for 

some other reason they consume more of your mana than normal. It will be much harder 

to cast your own spells while they are active and even going in to spiritual form only 

slightly alleviates the problem.  

 

Who am I?: (+ 100 Sp) Can't think of a historic or mythic figure to make your servant? 

Don't worry about it because they don't know who the hell they are either. Something 

went wrong in the summoning and now you have an amnesiac servant. Somehow they 

remember their noble phantasms though.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


